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Abstract
The application of simulation tools in MEMS design allows a quick and
accurate prediction and optimization of specific system functions using a
variety of sophisticated simulation programs on high end computer systems:
e.g. finite element analysis for structural mechanics, thermal- and electrical
field calculations or network and state simulators for simulations at system level
as well as tailored programs for certain classes of sensors and actuators.
The calculation of the system characteristics, considering coupled physical
effects and distributed behaviour, generally is more complex since the necessary
tools and know how, related to history, have been developed in different
engineering sciences. Beside an overview on the state of the art in MEMS
simulation this paper describes a new approach, using a combination of state
models and field simulations on component and system level.
1 Introduction
Microelectromechanical systems will play a key role for modern products in the
future. Miniaturisation and integration are tuning cumbersome basic devices
into tiny and intelligent microsystems. Since we are looking at multidisciplinary
technology which joins various fields such as micromechanics,
microelectronics, microsensor and microactuator engineering in a system
approach, large investment and know how is required.
The complexity of silicon based MEMS still continues to expand. High
integration levels of subsystems lead to coupling in different physical effects.
The only way to verify a certain design is to build it and test it [1]. Therefore, in
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the engineering process -from first idea to a reliable MEMS product-, the
number of design cycles increases cost and time-to-market.
For microelectronics powerful tools exist on process, device and circuit level.
However, many of these tools are inapplicable to aid for MEMS design, since
generally three-dimensional structures have to be considered.
Several software packages have been developed for sensor and actuator design
[2-8]. However these tools are limited to certain classes of devices.
On the other hand, there exist numerous general purpose simulators for
numerical calculations on structures, e.g FEM tools, or on function -, behaviour
-, or on device level. Usually those tools are applied within the design process
for analysis of special problems (see Fig. 1). High effort is spend on adequate
coupling conceptions for application of those tools to general MEMS
simulation [1-18].
There is still an increasing need for software tools to assist designers of micro
devices and microelectromechanical systems in a variety of tasks including
device simulation, design verification, design optimization, mask layout,
process planning, etc.
The Design Process (systematic approach)
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Figure 1: Sketch of the MEMS design process

2 State of the art
The development of special programs for MEMS simulation started in the early
80th focusing on pressure sensors. Then the increasing use of numerical
simulation tools at research institutes and large companies has led to a
considerable improvement of the characteristic of micro sensor devices. Today
some stand-alone programs are available solving special problems. These
simulation tools run in most cases on workstation or PC platforms. The tools
were primarily developed to improve sensor design and layout [2-7]. SENSIM,
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CAPSIM, CAEMENS-D, SENSOR, NM/SESES, MEMCAD, to mention
some, use analytical approaches and/or the more general finite element method
(FEM) to simulate the output characteristics of sensors for mechanical, thermal
or magnetic quantities. Most of these tools offer access to a simple database and
provide menu driven interfaces to other simulation tools. The database usually
contains material properties and performance data. The communication
between different simulation packages is realized by file transfer. E.g. the
program SENSOR [5] provides an automated macro model generator to
represent a mechanical and temperature loaded sensor by an HSPICE™
subcircuit or by ELDO™ modelcards. The lumped parameters supporting the
macro model are extracted after simulation of the specific device (see Fig. 2).
This way, simplified simulations of the output characteristic of a sensor device,
even considering a system environment, are possible with restricted
consideration of physical couplings. Depending on the tool biasing effects due
to temperature shift, packaging, passivation, etc., nonlinear behaviour and/or on
chip integration are implemented.

INPUT
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- Finite Bement Method

Parameter:
Geometric
Technology

Usens, Is ens
FEM Model or
semi-empiric
basic
analytical approach analytical approach analytical appraoch
sample: piezoresisitve pressure sensor

sensor macro model

Figure 2: MEMS simulation applying the SENSOR tool
In the field of actuators too, tailored software packages were developed.
Running on a PC-system, the simulation tool PUSI allows to simulate and
optimize the complex dynamic behaviour of a micropump [8].
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Several groups developed process simulation tools for 3-D structures in silicon.
The programs OYSTER [9] and MEMBUBLDER [10] concentrate on the
problem of creating a 3-D geometric model from an integrated process
description and mask data. Other process simulation tools focus on the
modelling of anisotropic etching [11-13]. In some cases anisotropic etching
simulators are implemented in design systems [14].
The existing tailored tools usually focus on special sensors or actuators.
Physical couplings are commonly disregarded as long as they are not an
essential part of system function.
3 MEMS Simulation
For the optimization of MEMS its of importance, that a simulation tool supports
fast estimation of the characteristic quantities and dimensions of the system.
Therefore rough calculations at system level, division into subsystems and free
definition of couplings are essential demands.
Modelling may start at the geometry level, i.e with 3-D analysis (FEM, BEM,
FDM, etc.). Coupling of different physical effects is possible at this level
therotically, but usually limited by hard- and software due to the high number of
degrees of freedom to be calculated. Introducing macro models at a higher level
which are fed with extracted parameters (thermal conductivity, stiffness, etc.)
from 3-D calculations allows the coupling of generalized degrees of freedom
(temperature-heatflow, force-velocity). Good modelling predicts the
conservation of energy or power.

Systemlevels in MEMS design
microsystem

systemcomponent
(subdevlce)
subcomponent
(subfunctlon)
physical effects
acting geometries
Figure 3: Systemlevels in MEMS design and simulation
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The authors suggest a top down approach to support the design process. The
most simple models at system level are behavioural. Complexity can quickly be
expanded to increase accuracy by considering architecture and behaviour of the
subsystems. To take advantage of an ideal mathematical engine, the VHDL
1076.1 analog hardware description language allows free definition of system
architecture and model behaviour [15-16]. Mixed technology design is
supported. Different disciplines, electrical, thermal, mechanical, etc., are
described by different NATURES of conversation laws in only one model.

VHDL-A
Multi-NATURE Model
Figure 4: Behavioural MEMS model on system level with different energy
natures, implemented in VHDL-A, supported by generalized data from
structure simulations
Usually parameters should be known before simulation because they refer to
those inputs to a model that are not related to its degrees of freedom. VHDL-A
description allows that degrees of freedom of one discipline (e.g. temperature at
transducer location in the thermal network) acts as a parameter in another
discipline, which may change during simulation (e.g. temperature for a
piezoresistor model) [15]. Therefore physical cross couplings can easily be
generated at nearly all modelling levels.
Lumped parameters to support the description of the distributed 3-D structure
behaviour can be obtained by finite-element calculations for each discipline.
Integration over the considered areas/ volumes allows the calculation of the
numerical values for the generalized degrees of freedom. Then parameters of
each model are determined by inversion of the characteristic set of equations.
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As an example we modelled a piezoresistive pressure sensor with HDL-A, a
pre-implementation of VHDL-A, to study the thermo-mechanical coupling
effects due to self-heating. The system behaviour was determined by ELDO.
The FEM calculations were carried out with SAMCEF and ANSYS.
Regarding Fig. 5 it is obvious that in a MEMS-CAD environment sensorics,
actuatorics, signal conditioning, packaging, quality management, etc. have to be
implemented. Furthermore, different technologies and their relevant data, e.g.
material and process parameters and geometry restrictions have to be store in
some kind of common database for MEMS simulation tools.
The application of a set of consistent MEMS-CAD tools allows the designer
quick and accurate optimization and prediction of the characteristics of the
MEMS as well as the determination of the parameters for mask layout and the
technological realization.

Figure 5: Manifolds of technology and research fields to be considered in a
MEMS CAD and simulation environment.
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4 Conclusion
The presence of new enhanced numerical simulators together with a mixedsignal-hardware-description-language allows efficient modelling of the
architecture and behaviour of MEMS on different system levels as well as
inclusion of physical cross coupling. 3-D structure behaviour can be considered
by extracting lumped parameters from FEM simulation. A top-down approach,
from system level via physical effects to structure level supports the synthesis of
new solutions as part of the design process.
Much more effort is necessary in developing a modular simulation environment
and standard technology processes with the parameters stored in a database
open to MEMS simulators. New testing environment has to be supported to
provide fast and easy access to material properties which are highly related to
each individual technology process. Improving the simulation environment for
MEMS still offers interesting challenges.
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